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“Dist, Atty. un-Gursisons adven- 
tures through the ‘looking glass be- 

_ come, as a well-known little girl once 
-put it, curiouser and curiouser. Just 
when you think his self-assigned cru- 
sade for truth and justice in the 
Kennedy assassination has covered 
every precinct in Wonderland, the 
white knight of New Orleans up.and 

. locks everybody out of the banquet 
* all. If they don't want to hear him 

rant, let ’em eat at Joe’s Diner. 
This un-Emily hospitality may have 

fumbfounded the guests, delegates 
to the National District Attorneys 

* Association convention in Mr. Garri- 
son’s home city. It shouldn't have. 

. “s. Aside from*the quixotic past, hadn't 
“Mheiz_ungenial host just a few days 
before“igosed his fury on a federal 
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| The White Knight Rides Agait—* 
fellow D.A.’s were not anxious to hear 
more of the same at their banquet. 
They told him so, and that was when 
he ordered the dining room doors 
locked. It didn't matter that the tables 
already were set and the roast was 
ready for carving. As Garrison told 
the startled NDAA president, with be- 
coming humility, “You're not running 
this show,Iam.” > , 

This latest episode surely ought to 
awaken whatever following Garrison 
may have had til] now, except maybe 
for a few hopeless fantasy addicts. 

The {ull story of all that preceded 
the rifle slaying of President Kennedy 
in Dallas in 1963 may never be known. . 
Many sincere people persist in doubt- 
ing that Harvey Lee Oswald acted 
alone, notwithstanding the Warren 

    
       

    
  

newspaper, city end 
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the president of the Commission's inability to find any ©}. PF . A United States for good measure—be- believable evidence to the contrary. . : Sots ‘ ot urt had kept a magazine It may be argued that the Warren . OMe a Ps a y .° . Writer"out of the Garrison dragnet probe left some questions unanswered OF j ‘x,’ ,for grand jury witnesses? To the —as. countless book writers have —_,: 
° Garrison mind this was proof positive reaped royalties pointing out. But if Po. 

that the court was stooge in.a giant Mr. Garrision has uncovered anything 
" ,conspiracy—aided and abetted by the new and useful, he has yet to give it 

BI, the CIA and maybe even the impressive presentation. For all his 
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DAR, who knows—to suppress truth carelessness with others’ reputations, Edition: PEG Flash ive + ° and its great liberator. him. he has succeeded thus far_only_in Author: 9 ne ;  s*, —Metl-you can understand why his exposing himself. Editor: oo ee “yo es “Barry Bingham ; ms oa Tatler ee Ga-109060—-A 
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